Multiculturalism
Introduction
Multiculturalism is a chief strategy of the global elite, liberal establishment to achieve
various ends that I have explained many times. It is the darling policy of liberal elites, such
as the EU and Washington, even when the consequences are devastating and irreparable.
Now many alternative commentators have explained the evils of this policy in numerous
broadcasts and reports, so another one is not necessary, I will merely give a few statistics,
examples and a brief explanation. If you don’t understand why multiculturalism is
dangerous, go and visit Malmö, Rinkeby and other no-go areas in Sweden.
My purpose here is to examine what God thinks of multiculturalism and why this is a key
anti-God strategy of the elite.

What is liberal multiculturalism?
Of necessity I need to explain what multiculturalism is. Multiculturalism is the acceptance
of, and legislation for, the acceptance of multiple forms of diverse cultures as being a
formal part of the fabric of a society. It is the opposite of a particularistic society.
Historically, all societies developed their own particular individual culture, traditions and
acceptable social forms. Different ethnic or religious groups that came to live in those
societies were expected to conform to these social norms and were tolerated as long as they
did so. Thus the Huguenots integrated into Britain in the 17th century and were fully
absorbed; many Jews entered Britain after the Civil War and fully integrated, even
anglicising their names.
Thus there could be some diversity of private culture in Britain but the reigning social
norm was the traditional British culture that had developed over 1,000 years since the last
successful invasion by the Normans. This was predominantly Christian and the British
stock was white Caucasian that contained some elements of Albion,1 Norse,2 French,3
Italian,4 Celtic,5 Saxon, Teuton, Jute and Angle6 in the DNA.
After WWII many members of the Commonwealth arrived in Britain who had a stake in
the country. They had served in the war, were British citizens and had the Queen as their
head of state. Though some of their cultural norms were different (saris, turbans, food etc.)
they gradually integrated and the third generation was fully British. They accepted British
law, they married Britons, they served in the armed forces, and they educated their kids in
British schools. Indeed many of them were already Christians when they arrived with
1

The original British people that were originally settlers from defeated Troy led by Brutus.
north of the Danelaw.
3 From the Normans, which were also Norse in origin.
4 From Roman soldiers and civil servants that married Celts and remained in Britain.
5 From the Celtic invasion of Albion. The Celts originated in Galatia, Anatolia.
6 These four groups came from a series of invasions that overcame the original Celts, who were driven into
Wales and Ireland, settling down in Sussex (South Saxons), then Wessex (West Saxons), East Anglia (Essex,
East Saxons), Mercia (Midlands) and Northumbria. The Saxons became dominant and originated from
Saxony.
2 From the Norse Viking settlements
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British traditions (such as cricket). Even Indian Hindus (with a very different cultural
background) readily integrated with their children being highly educated and entering the
professions, such as doctors, dentists, lawyers and professors.
This is normality. The bedrock British culture is what developed over 1,000 years and
other ethnic groups settling in Britain became British. If you choose to migrate to another
country you should respect their laws and customs.
Multiculturalism is the opposite of this. It is where an authority determines that ethnic
groups of diverse cultures come to a place like Britain and then change all its cultural
forms, laws, practices, and social forms, to be a hybridised mongrel, changing the historic
form of the nation.
This is also called pluralism, which is where society is made up of a plurality of races and
divergent cultures. The establishment talks about respecting cultural diversity, but what it
is really about is making British society a mongrelised hotchpotch of races, cultures and
religions and making them all equally British. Being English or British then means all the
aspects of the variety of races and faiths. Thus Britishness is being atheistic/Muslim/
Hindu/ occult/Jewish etc. Only Christianity is scandalised.
Instead of the dominant culture being British, and other ethnic groups practice ethnic
diversity within that culture (as allowed by the law), multiculturalism changes the
dominant culture to include the ethnic variations; these then expand what is British. Thus
we have schools where teachers speak languages other than English and have translators in
various institutions.
Thus in any given country, all faiths are accepted (in practice Christianity is attacked), all
cultures are equalised, all social practices are tolerated, with a view to having a
multicultural society. Thus demeaning and subjugating women and making them cover
their heads with a veil is now British, despite it being the opposite of traditional British
character.7
This is popularised as a tolerant and benevolent plan for modern society when in fact the
real strategy is to mongrelise western white cultures, destroy Christianity and its moral
structures in society, and produce a dumbed-down society that will obey the global elite.
In the past when different ethic groups entered Britain, they were accepted as having
different cultures but they were asked to integrate into British society. They could practice
their legal cultural diversity in private but needed to become British if they were to stay in
the country. Thus they were expected to be married according to British law; learn to speak
English; to educate their children according to British law and to respect British cultural
forms. Today, different ethnic groups are forming ghettos where their national
characteristics prevail (such as Sharia Law or speaking a foreign language) and this is
being accepted as British.
For example, when Hindus came over from India in the 50s, it was common that they
would spit as they walked down the street. This was normal practice in their country but
was unacceptable to Britain. Over time, as the law was applied, this practice stopped as the
second generation learned better. Modern multiculturalism would say today that they
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Whether Muslim women tolerate this or not is irrelevant. What is important is truth. Islam teaches that
women are inferior to men and are the objects of men. They have fewer rights: their testimony is worth half
of a man’s in court and their inheritance is half of a man’s. The various veil types symbolise this objectifying
and subjugation. They must not even look at a man in the street. A wife cannot even leave the house without
a relative. These are wicked customs and not fit to be tolerated in Britain as a norm.
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should be allowed to spit in the street because it is their culture and spitting should then
become British.
Thus long established British traditions, like Christian Christmas or Easter festivals, are
being eliminated and instead foreign cultural forms dominate (such as Divali); Christian
assemblies in school are terminated, Christian hymns in school are rejected; Christian
prayers in school are stopped, Christian subjects in education are withdrawn etc. Even
swearing on the Bible in court has been replaced.
So, multiculturalism is a pluralistic society where various diverse ethnic groups have been
merged into a mongrelised hotchpotch. There is no dominant race, religion, social
structure, traditions or even laws.8

Nations and borders were divinely instituted
God invented nation states, as we will see later, and chose to settle them with borders.
The LORD your God brings you into the land which you go to possess, and has cast out many
nations before you, the Hittites and the Girgashites and the Amorites and the Canaanites and
the Perizzites and the Hivites and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than you.
Deut 7:1
When He had destroyed seven nations in the land of Canaan, He distributed their land to them
by allotment. Acts 13:9
He has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the face of the earth, and
has determined their pre-appointed times and the boundaries of their dwellings. Acts 17:26
Borders establish a certain culture in a nation state in a given geographic area. This is part
of God’s plan for people.
The boundaries of nation states are determined by God; in fact they are predestined by
God from eternity: ‘[God] has determined [decree] their pre-appointed times and the boundaries’. Preappointed (Greek protasso) means to define beforehand, to appoint before.
Thus when empires collided and new empires formed, sometimes creating entirely new
nation states, all this was done in the eternal predestined plan of God for history and
according to a purpose.
We see this pre-eminently in Cyrus, the victor over the Babylonian Empire and the leader
of the Medo-Persian Empire.
Who says of Cyrus, ‘He is My shepherd, and he shall perform all My pleasure, saying to
Jerusalem, "You shall be built”, and to the temple, “Your foundation shall be laid”.’ Thus says
the LORD to His anointed, ‘to Cyrus, whose right hand I have held -- to subdue nations before
him and loose the armour of kings, to open before him the double doors, so that the gates will
not be shut: I will go before you and make the crooked places straight; I will break in pieces
the gates of bronze and cut the bars of iron. I will give you the treasures of darkness and
hidden riches of secret places, that you may know that I, the LORD, who call you by your
name, am the God of Israel’. Isa 44:28-45-3

8 Muslims in Britain are constantly demanding that Sharia Law be introduced formally and are, in reality,
already practising it secretly in ghettos in Muslim-dominated towns like Luton.
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The overcoming of the mighty Babylonian Empire in an alliance of Medes and Persians9
was decreed by God from eternity for the purpose of releasing the Israelite exiles from
banishment in Babylon and to enable a return to Jerusalem. It was no accident and it was
not the might of Cyrus that produced this; it was the decree of God.
The boundaries established by Cyrus, which included a return of Jewish sovereignty to the
ruined Jerusalem, then in Samaritan hands, was decreed by God not Cyrus.
The redrawing of boundaries is in divine hands. Boundaries are necessary to preserve
culture and God wants those cultures preserved without corruption.
Mixing up races produces corruption and depletion of tribal originality. Note that only a
fraction of the Jewish exiles returned from Babylon because many were corrupted by
Babylonian idolatry and stayed in Babylonia for centuries (until they produced the
Talmud).
When tribal distinctives are forcibly suppressed this produces anxiety, frustration and
eventually war. The terrible situation in the Middle East today is the result of arbitrary
decisions by powerful nations (like Britain and France) to redraw the map, for instance by
the utterly illogical Sykes-Picot agreement. Note the division of German after WWI and the
creation of Czechoslovakia10 and the Danzig Corridor,11 which led to WWII. Over and over
again victors have randomly carved up nations and created new nations, which always led
to war or insurrection.

The origin of separate nations and cultures
The rebellious nature of mankind led people to gather into large populations, build cities,
then empires and collect large populations in rebellion to God’s law and to blasphemy
against God. One of the early empire builders of city-states was a hunter called Nimrod
(Gen 10:8-12) who developed the early form of Babylonian idolatry and revolt against God.
The centre of this original rebellion was Babel (Gen 11 - another word for Babylon). The
focus of the insurrection against God was centred in the building of a high tower to reach
to the heavens. The reason for building this structure is unclear, other than pride and
centralisation (Gen 11:4). It has been speculated that it was symbolic of man’s hubris that
he could achieve this or that it was trying to get man to reach God’s abode. However, the
use of bitumen for waterproof mortar may suggest that it was really a means of saving the
elite of that world from another global flood and defying God (who had actually promised
not to flood the globe again).
This was the beginning of a new technological advance to undergird man’s rebellion to God
and it could not go unpunished.
The judgment of God was to separate the tribes into particular nations by diversifying their
languages. Those who could understand each other gathered into clans and moved away to
form their own new states. Thus began the original spread of nations across the earth from
a centre in Babylon after the flood.
9

The Achaemenid Empire, or Medo-Persian Empire. The dynasty ruling in Persia from Cyrus I to Darius III
(553–330 BC).
10 Czechoslovakia was created out of the northern part of the old Austro-Hungarian empire after the latter's
collapse at the end of World War I. It incorporated the Czechs (who had enjoyed freedom within their own
state of Bohemia until the rise of Hapsburg power in the 16th and 17th centuries) of Bohemia and Moravia
with the Slovaks of Slovakia. New Oxford Encylcopaedia.
11 Giving Poland German land.
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The nations that emerged were chosen by God as a result of divine judgment. The basis of
their particularity was their language, which was given by God. The main language types
did not arise from men; they were a gift of God in judgment. Sub-sets of those languages
emerged over time but the main divisions were imposed by God to ensure that a satanic
global empire did not arise again for 4,000 years or so.
The division of tongues was to keep nations separate from unification because it is far
easier for Satan to dominate a single, large conglomeration of people in an empire, than to
actuate a global plan based upon multiple peoples. [This is also why large churches are a
danger and why God’s plan is for small house churches.]
This is part of the restraint upon Satan imposed by God that is mentioned in Revelation
20. Therefore, the divisions of mankind into tribes is God’s will and plans of men to end
this and create multiculturalism are rebellion.
It is notable that the current age that is a manifestation of multiple forms of rebellion
against God’s law and blasphemy of God, is also an age of multiculturalism.

Aliens in the land must be treated well but must not influence
culture
This history of the OT shows this over and over again.
The Law of Moses explains that aliens (foreigners living in the land) and sojourners
(travellers passing through) must not be treated badly12 but they must integrate into
Israelite culture and obey God’s law.13 They can be tolerated but must not influence Israel.
David’s mighty men included many foreigners but they were totally loyal to David and to
the kingdom. They had integrated in Israelite society.
Every time that aliens were allowed to influence Israelites with foreign ideas the results
were disastrous. In fact, the excessive influence of foreign nations with foreign gods were
what drove both Israel and Judah into exile to suffer God’s judgment.
I will just give a few examples.
• Balaam; a man of some rank among the Midianites (Num 31:8) who lived at Pethor
(Deut 23:4) in Aram, Mesopotamia (Num 23:7). He was constrained by Balak (king of
the Moabites) to induce the Israelites into foreign customs, licentiousness and idolatry.
• The Phoenician Jezebel, who came from Tyre. She influenced Israel, through her
husband King Ahab,14 to practice the licentious and idolatrous customs of Phoenician
worship. Ahab was publicly denounced by the prophet Elijah for attempting to unite the
Canaanites and Israelites in the worship of Phoenician gods. Ahab also allied with Syria
against Assyria.
• Solomon’s foreign wives: Solomon had 700 wives and 300 concubines and it was these
women that led him astray by acceding to foreign customs, values and idol worship. His
reign thus led to the widespread adoption of foreign customs and idolatry throughout
12

Foreigners that resided in Israel were required by the law to be treated with kindness (Exod 22:21, 23:9;
Lev 19:33, 34, 23:22; Deut 14:28, 16:10, 11, 24:19). They enjoyed in many things equal rights with the nativeborn residents (Exod 12:49; Lev 24:22; Num 15:15, 35:15) but were not allowed to do anything which was an
abomination according to the Jewish law (Exod 20:10; Lev 17:15-16, 18:26, 20:2, 24:16).
13 The exception was the Canaanites who were to be destroyed utterly in fulfilment of God’s condemnation of
their many sins.
14 Second king of the Omri dynasty in northern Israel c.869–c.850 BC.
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the land, leading to the division of the kingdom. Solomon even ‘built a high place for
Chemosh the abomination of Moab, on the hill that is east of Jerusalem, and for Molech the
abomination of the people of Ammon’ (1 Kg 11:7) and ‘the high places that were east of Jerusalem,
which were on the south of the Mount of Corruption, which Solomon king of Israel had built for
Ashtoreth the abomination of the Sidonians’ (2 Kg 23:13). Rituals for these included child
sacrifice and fertility prostitution.

Tribal identity and values
When God divided mankind into tribes after the flood, he apportioned certain ethnic
characteristics to the main groups that continue to this day. While this is politically
incorrect, the Bible teaches this as a fact and history demonstrates it.
This is a complex subject to analyse and here I will merely touch upon it, having discussed
it elsewhere. The three great races thus distinguished are called the Semitic, Aryan, and
Turanian (Allophylian), equating to Shem, Japheth and Ham.
Then he [Noah] said: ‘Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants he shall be to his brethren’. And
he said: ‘Blessed be the LORD, the God of Shem, and may Canaan be his servant. May God
enlarge Japheth, and may he dwell in the tents of Shem; and may Canaan be his servant’.
Gen 9:25-27
Hamites15 (through Canaan) are to be servants to Semites16 and Japhethites. This has
proved to be the case throughout history after an initial burst of empire building by
Nimrod.
The heritage of Japheth [Europe and North Asia, Aryans]17 will be enlarged and will dwell
in the heritage of Semites. This has occurred throughout history.
As subdivisions of these main tribes appeared, these too were apportioned certain cultural
characteristics. Greeks were wise and crafty producing many inventors and scientists. The
Chaldeans were cruel and brutal and ferocious in warfare.18 The Phoenicians were great
craftsmen and traders. The Hittites were warlike. The Egyptians were superstitious. The
Babylonians centred upon occultism. And so on.
Nations develop an identity through a shared history, language, culture, religious
background and traditions. This is important to a nation and inspires a sense of social
stability and security. Remove this sense of identity and social cohesion will break down,
followed by instability and then insurrection.

15

The 'sons of Ham,' are 'Cush', i.e. the Ethiopians; 'Mizraim,' the people of Egypt; 'Sheba and Dedan,' or
certain of the Southern Arabs; and 'Nimrod,' the ancient Babylonians; four races between which linguistic
researches have established a close affinity.
16 The 'children of Shem' are the Assyrians (Asshur), the Syrians (Aram), the Hebrews (Eber), and the
Joktanian Arabs (Joktan), four of the principal races which modern ethnology recognises under the heading
of 'Semitic.'
17 The sons of Japheth classed together the Cymry or Celts (Gomer), the Medes (Madai), and the Ionians or
Greeks (Javan), thereby anticipating what has become known in modern times as the 'Indo-European
Theory,' or the essential unity of the Aryan (Asiatic) race with the principal races of Europe, indicated by the
Celts and the Ionians.
18 Jer 6:22-23.
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The reason for Satan’s desire to destroy individual cultures
Concentrated global power
I have already alluded to the fact that a global empire is much easier for Satan to control
than a diverse number of smaller nations.
His plan is to create a world empire that is one homogenous whole, with one religion, one
law, one fiscal system, one government and all submitted to Satan. Satan wants the world
that belongs to God and he is using multiculturalism (and other plans) to try to bring this
about.
Antichrist
The main reason, however, is a spiritual one. Satan seeks to have a body for himself in the
way that Christ is the Head of the Church, which is his body. As the implacable enemy of
God, Satan’s energies are focused on attacking Christ, the true king of the universe and this
also means attacking his body, the church.
What Satan desires is to be like Christ who is the appointed inheritor of the universe. He
wants this position for himself; he wants to be God instead of being a created servant of
God. To begin this operation he needs to coalesce all mankind into a vessel for his evil
nature, as Christ has the church as a vessel for his righteous holy nature.
The beginning of this strategy is to blend ethnic nations into a mongrelised, homogenous
whole under his control. Similarly, at the same time, he needs to adopt plans to make
political unions between all nations, forming them into a single world government that has
one voice.
When you understand this, world history begins to make much more sense.
Why was the American Civil War necessary? It was to prevent a secession of the southern
states and cement the federal United States under a single president. The secession was
entirely in accordance with the Constitution and was a sane reaction in the face of northern
economic and political aggression, but this could not be allowed.
Why was the EU created? It was to form a United States of Europe (that is the official
terminology in the original documents). It was American federalism applied to Europe and
bring it under one unelected hegemony. Why was the Eurozone created, since the project
was stupid and doomed? It was considered advantageous to cementing political federalism
and a stepping stone to fiscal unity. It was never an economic decision (it is stupid
economics) it was to further the federal project.
Why then was Nazism stopped? Because this was a nationalist project; the clue is in the
name, ‘National Socialism’. Hitler wasn’t creating a federal state of Europe, he was
building a Greater Germany, taking back lands stolen from Germany and focusing upon
empowering a politically and economically independent German society. This nationalism
would have been a hindrance to Satan and so it was stopped. WWII was also generated by
the elite to further other ends, one of which was to establish Israel as a Jewish state,
another was to punish Germany.
Why was Patton halted from taking Berlin? Because the elite plan was for a federalised
Soviet Union expanding into Eastern Europe to form a major power block.
Why does the elite hate Putin? The devil’s plans received a setback when the Soviet Union
broke up and Russia became a stronger independent nation. This was made worse when a
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Christian revival began and Putin became a devout Russian Orthodox believer. Satan
wants this nation destroyed, which is why America is constantly menacing Putin and
Russia with all sorts of threats, including war.
Various institutions are also part of the devil’s strategy for world empire: the United
Nations, the World Bank, the IMF, the European Central bank etc. Future strategies will
include a single international currency and universal taxes, a single global army, a world
parliament and a mongrelised global religion.

Diversity
The great watchword used by globalists (the elite) to foster multiculturalism is ‘diversity’.
This is pushed as a liberal value that demonstrates tolerance, respect for others, cultural
enrichment and so on. It is publicised as a high moral ambition equated with love. It is a
doctrine of the left.
Those who complain about cultural diversity are lambasted as white supremacists, racists
and Nazis; and these are equated with hate. This is associated with the right.
All this comes down to the reinvention of a word, hijacking a wrong definition, in order to
promote the elite agenda for nationalist destruction and the mongrelising of the west.
Diversity, as published in the liberal propaganda, is not really about true diversity at all.
Real diversity
Diversity is the state of being diverse, having a range of different things.
Thus any society which has a wide range of different expressions is a diverse culture. For
example, the traditional variations in European nation states is very diverse.
Europeans throughout history have been white, Caucasian groups of tribes emanating
from Japheth. They have not been Hamitic. Yet they are very diverse. In fact, there is more
diversity in European nations than anywhere else due to the long history of prosperous
development.
In almost every area of life Europeans demonstrate variety and diversity. It would take too
long to list all these features but I will give some examples.

• Body types: Europeans exhibit different height, different hair colour, different eye
colour etc. Blond, blue-eyed, Nordic types look very different from swarthy, darkhaired, brown-eyed, south European types.
• The folk music of all European nations varies significantly. In fact many nations use
completely different musical instruments while there are differences in scales and
modes.
• The national dress of European nations shows a wide variety.
• The cuisine of different nationals demonstrate great differences.
We could go on and on. Europe is full of historic diversity.
The white races of Europe are very diverse due to their tribal historic development.
Liberal diversity
Liberal diversity is not about true diversity at all; diversity to liberals is a catchword to
promote immigration of black races. The reality is that this is a method of implementing a
long-held globalist plan to mongrelise Europe.
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Liberal diversity denies the cultural diversity of groups of white people. However, as soon
as a racial mix is introduced with black and brown people being added to a white culture,
that is diversity.
Sometimes the propaganda used to condition gullible people to this is beyond stupid. For
example, Hollywood (the great propaganda tool of the elite) constantly does completely
illogical things to promote diversity (introduction of black people). For example:
• In the popular Thor movies, Heimdal, the sentry to Valhalla, is played by the excellent
black actor Idris Elba. While Elba does a great job, the idea that a Scandinavian god
could be a black Londoner is beyond stupid. The Norse god Heimdal was a white
Scandinavian.19
• In a Hollywood TV production about the Bible a while ago, Samson was played by a
black African person. The idea that an Israelite leader in Canaan could have been black
is preposterous.
• In the popular Iron Man and Avengers movies, the leader of the secret organisation
SHIELD is played by the hard-working black actor Samuel L Jackson. The original
comic book character Nick Fury was a white guy.
So, pawns of the elite constantly call for more diversity in this or that area of society. Now I
have no problem at all with jobs in society being equally open to people of all races and
colours, as long as it is based upon merit. The real qualification for a job is whether
someone is equipped to do it. Over and over I have seen jobs given to non-whites in order
to avoid claims of discrimination or to maintain some racial equity quota. The result is that
that they do a bad job if not qualified and help diminish the company.
But the liberal agenda is not about equality or toleration (if it was it would not discriminate
against whites and Christians), it is about introducing more and more ethnic diversity.
More and more we are hearing calls for more support for blacks, with new organisations
appearing to promote them (such as ‘Black Lives Matter’). In fact, the truth is that blacks
(and other races) have had more support from European nations than anyone else, and
certainly more than from their fellow Africans; which is why there is an Exodus of black
people from Africa to Europe.
Statistics show that black UK people have equal opportunities in education with black kids
getting better scores than young white males. Black people have access to jobs with at least
the same level of success of white male kids. In all walks of life black people are
represented: as newscasters, as actors, as comedians, as presenters etc. In some areas they
are over-represented, such as in pop music. In fact, today young white kids constantly try
to be black, speaking like rappers and using their body language. In America we have even
seen the phenomenon of a white woman changing her appearance and registering as a
black person.
Many of the top icons of young people are black, such as Beyonce, Rhianna, Jay-Z and so
on. The top DJs are mostly black. America has even had a black president.
White culture has given black people every opportunity and supported them. There is no
racial oppression. It is interesting that Indian and Chinese immigrants do not moan and
bleat about racism or repression or even about imperial atrocities (though they have
reason). Realising the massive advantages of being in Britain today they have taken full use
of their opportunities and developed. Chinese are the most successful kids in UK
19 I know that

Thor is played by an Australian, but Chris Hemsworth looks Scandinavian.
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education, with Indians coming next, for example. Subsequent generations of Chinese,
Indian and Pakistani immigrants have achieved top professional jobs all over the country.
Many of the top consultants in the NHS, for example, are Chinese, Indian or Pakistani.
Black immigrants were welcomed for decades and given every opportunity to flourish.
They were given houses and benefits, free education, free medical care and encouraged to
integrate into society. If they failed to utilise that, as some did, then that is their own fault.
Accusing Britons corporately of being racists is foolish.
Thus Britain is culturally diverse, has succoured various racial types that immigrated here
and supported all people equally. There is no need to bang on about diversity. The real
factor behind the diversity propaganda is the aim of the globalists to destroy western
European Christianity and culture.

The global elite’s purpose in multiculturalism
In line with the purposes of Satan’s plans to wage war against God, his creation and his
people, the Luciferian elite seek the following:
To destroy nation states
Sovereign nations are a problem to the elite because they cannot be controlled. What the
elite desire is a mongrelised, federalised, homogenised population in a single state, or a
small group of allied and interconnected unions of old states. This is much easier for an
authoritarian hegemony to control.20
Thus strong nations must be either crushed into submission (as is being attempted in
Syria) or deceived into capitulating to a greater power (like the EU).
Just as individualism is hated by authoritarian leaders, so are independent nations by
global powers.
It is noteworthy that the founders of the EU spoke openly in their writings about the need
to crush independent sovereign nations and join them into a federalised United States of
Europe.21 The elite hate nationalism.
To destroy western civilisation
Western civilisation, being chiefly a product of the Reformation, celebrates freedom,
personal liberty, free speech, freedom of movement, freedom of association, personal
mobility and progressive laws.
This was vastly different to the feudal society which preceded the modern age where the
ordinary peasant had little freedom (other than religious feast days), no mobility, very little
freedom of movement, very limited free speech and was trapped toiling on small plots of
land struggling to feed his family and pay his taxes. Peasants would spend their whole lives
in a very small area of the country unless they were accompanying their lord in a foreign
war.
The global elite seek to bring about a new form of feudalism in a multicultural society
where workers are drones to produce the products for consumers and have little time or
freedom for anything else. Worn out, half fed, struggling to manage workers cannot rise up
in rebellion very easily.
20

The plan is that of the USSR, a Communist despotically controlled conglomeration of multiple states and
nations.
21 See my paper, ‘Exiting the EU’.
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To destroy historical common law and parliamentary democracy
In order to establish a despotic hegemony, the elite need to slowly delete, or wear away by
stages, the privileges that have been historically attained over centuries of struggle that are
enshrined in common law and legislature. From the Magna Carta, through the Bill of
Rights up to modern laws, Britain has developed a society whereby all people are free and
equal under the law. They have the rights of trial by a jury of their peers, freedom of
expression, free speech, freedom of association and habeas corpus. These are protected by
law.
The elite are slowly trying to destroy all of these through various subtle means.
For example, when you introduce laws to give a certain sector of society special rights
above all others, you water down universal personal freedoms. Thus legislating to give
homosexuals special rights to counter ‘homophobia’ means that Gay people are now more
free than heterosexual people. Bringing in racist laws against supposed hate crimes means
that freedom of expression has ceased. If a Gay person, an LGBT person, or a Black person
is merely offended by something someone says, that person can now be locked up. Free
speech has gone.
Thus in the name of toleration, the elite are slowly undermining the basic freedoms of
society that took centuries to achieve. The elite often publish a programme under a certain
moral banner (e.g. toleration) in order to push through an actual social change that is the
very opposite (e.g. erosion of free speech).
If you examine all the strata of society you see that all sorts of freedoms are under attack.
Sometimes this is open, such as terminating the right to trial by jury in some cases or no
habeas corpus for terrorism charges. Then there are the subtle attacks that are engineered
by programming, propaganda and conditioning of sections of society, such as pupils in the
education system.
The purpose of all this is to slowly destroy the liberties that western civilisations have
cherished. The elite wants slaves not free individuals. It gradually achieves this through
brainwashing and changing the way people think.
To destroy the Christian foundation of western society
The Luciferian elite vehemently hate Christ and his church. They would, as they are the
willing servants of Satan who is controlling their rise to global power. Consequently, it is
Christian nations that are under the worst attack. It is Christian-based laws that are being
destroyed. In general, Christians are being made the scapegoats for all sorts of social
problems.
Multiculturalism helps to achieve these things
Since the Christian basis of western nations is so strong, even if it is not very evangelical, it
requires a severe strategy to help bring about its downfall.
Multiculturalism is the answer. This seeks to water down the Christian basis of society by
introducing foreign people with foreign religions into Britain, Europe and America, that
achieve all these objectives at the same time. But in particular, they will eventually make
Christianity redundant as the basis of western society.
If we just take the situation with Muslims alone, the birth rate will give Muslims
dominance in the UK within decades. It is widely known that the White British fertility
rates are falling to unsustainable levels and the Muslim birth rate is at least double if not
more. Current accurate statistics are hard to find as there are so many conflicting reports
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and less than trustworthy official statistics (in fact census data is difficult to analyse).
However, different reports affirm that Muslims will become 50% of the UK population by
2035 or by 2040. The Muslim population of Birmingham is already 50%.
The replacement fertility rate (to secure a stable population) is about 2.1 babies per
woman. The general British birth rate is 1.9 or less.22 The birth rate of Muslim nations is
very high, such as 5.22 in Afghanistan or 6.75 in Yemen. Though it is known that White
Brits are declining in birth rates, the national birth rate in general is growing, due to
Muslims having more children, which is what their commanders in jihad have
demanded.23
When Muslims overtake white Caucasian Brits as the majority they will then be able to
introduce Sharia Law and outlaw Christianity as punishable by death (which is what
Muhammad commanded).
Modern snowflake liberals who call people drawing attention to this social destruction
‘racists’ will one day wake up in a Muslim society. The women will be forced to wear a
burkha, never go out alone, and lose all the rights Feminism won. Christians, Sikhs,
Hindus, Buddhists and atheists will be killed if they don’t submit to Allah. Rape will be
widespread, as will paedophilia. Adulterous women will be beheaded or stoned. All the
trappings of western society will de destroyed: churches, Sikh temples, bars, cinemas,
pubs, night-clubs and so on.
If you think this is extreme then look at the following:
• This is the teaching of Muhammad in the Qur’an.
• This is the teaching of Muhammad in the Hadith.
• This is the example and model of Muhammad in the Sira.
• This is what happened in history in the Muslim expansion into Anatolia, North Africa,
Southeast Asia, and Europe.
• This is the situation in Wahhabi Sunni nations right now, such as Saudi Arabia.
• The beginnings of this are found in migrant Muslim enclaves right now in Sweden,
Germany and France where rape, murder, paedophilia, stealing, Sharia Law, and
multiple crimes are rampant.
An example
We must realise that our party’s most powerful weapon is racial tension. By
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been
oppressed by the whites, we can mould them to the programme of the Communist
Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro minority
against the whites, we will endeavour to instil in the whites a guilt complex for their
exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk
of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this
prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin the process
which will deliver America to our cause.

Israel Cohen, ‘A Racial Plan for the Twentieth Century’ (1912). [Cohen was an Anglo-Jewish
Zionist leader and author. After this was published (it was not a hoax by the way, cf. Wikipedia) the NAACP
and the ADL were created by bankers to apply these principles. Note the subsequent historical racial tension
in America. Cohen was also involved in the promotion of the Fabian Socialist and Communist movements in
Britain. Cohen was a friend of Socialist George Bernard Shaw.]
22 Sources vary

and the situation varies each year.
E.g. Algerian President Houari Boumedienne, ‘The wombs of our women will give us victory’, speech at the
UN.
23
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Multiculturalism in action: Sweden
Sweden is gradually being destroyed by an imposed multiculturalism brought about by a
top-down policy from the Swedish left-wing elite with no electoral sanction. It is promoted
assiduously in the media as a benevolent enterprise and makes no attempt to hide the fact
that Sweden is becoming something new. It is no longer to be a white, Caucasian,
Christian-based,24 tolerant, liberal society. It is to be a pluralistic mix of many ethnic races
and nations (Somali, Eritrean, Afghani, African, Middle Eastern) with an influx of a
majority of African Muslims. Swedish will no longer be the dominant language and
traditional Swedish social norms no longer apply.
The result
Already in certain areas (such as parts of Malmö), some districts are 90% Muslim. The
majority of Muslims do not have jobs (men and women) and crime is rampant among
them. The majority of immigrants (as much as 90%) are adult males and not child
refugees. In fact, young refugees are left in foreign camps and are not taken in. These
immigrants settle together in ghettos.
The result is dozens of no-go areas where ambulances, fire-fighters and postmen can only
enter the area with a police escort. In some places even the police will not enter. In fact in
2016 there were 55 no-go areas in Sweden.
Urban areas are now plagued by: firebombs, burning cars, hand-grenades exploding in the
street, rapes, assaults, murders, burglaries and drug dealing.
Women cannot walk the street in safety and certainly not at night. Reporters cannot
operate in no-go areas or they will be attacked, as an Australian film crew were.25
Many are predicting a civil war erupting.
Statistics26
Migration
• In 2015 Sweden took in 163,000 migrants; 71% of them were adult males who were
given permanent residency and homes. The resources spent on these people was equal
to the United Nations’ entire budget for refugees around the world. The bigger majority
of genuine refugees were left behind in UNHCR refugee camps.
• Projections indicate that Swedes could be a minority in their own country by 2040. [NB
in Britain this will happen in 18 years (2035) when Muslims will be able to
democratically vote in Sharia Law.]
• In Malmö (pop. 250,000) 44% of the city is now immigrants; 25% of Malmö is Muslim.
Parts of Malmö (e.g. Rosengard) are 90% migrants. If multicultural diversity were a
strength then Malmö would have the best schools, the lowest crime rate and the
strongest economy of all Swedish cities. In fact, Malmö was 235th out of 290 councils
regarding primary education graduation. In 2014 only 10% of pupils graduated from
Varner Ryden school (the most multicultural school) and it was forced to close in 2015
due to high levels of pupil violence. Every year about 400 cars are set alight. 120
schools were set on fire in 2016. Since 2014 there have been 26 hand-grenade
24

Sweden adopted Lutheranism early on in the Reformation and one of its greatest kings, Gustavus
Adolphus [1594-1632], was a Christian that helped to terminate the Thirty Years War and establish Sweden
as a world power.
25 ABC News Australia, 2016. Video of the attack is on YouTube.
26 I acknowledge a partial debt to a Swedish documentary by Pelle Neroth, ‘Sweden: Dying to be
Multicultural’, Two Raven Films.
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explosions in Malmö. Jews are leaving Malmö in large numbers, as they no longer feel
safe after many attacks. To pay for the situation in Malmö Sweden gives the city a block
grant of $570 million p.a. transferred from other areas. With increased immigration to
other areas, this national cost is not sustainable.
Social effects
• The majority (up to 90%) of immigrants do not work and live off welfare. In Rosengard
74% of the migrant men are unemployed, even more women are unemployed.
• Most immigrants live in segregated areas where crime is rampant.
• Some segregated areas have become so violent that they are ‘no-go’ areas for civilians.
They have been described as ‘war zones’. Where police do enter they have to send two
vehicles, the second to protect the first otherwise it would be damaged. In certain areas
ambulances cannot enter without a police escort. PostNord has stopped mail deliveries
to Hjulsta suburb of Rinkeby because it’s not safe.
• One Malmö school has 1,000 pupils but only two of them are Swedes.
• Muslim immigrants actively prohibit their children being involved in Swedish
traditions and events at school.
• Many migrants have openly stated their support of ISIS, suicide bombers and Sharia
Law.
Crime increase27
• At a minor level, citizens are faced with constant anti-social behaviour: migrants smoke
on the buses, start fights on buses and harass the passengers.
• In the first few weeks of 2017 there were 24 hand-grenade attacks in Malmö and three
murders in the first two weeks. Grenades have been thrown into the houses of Swedish
residents.
• Murders are through the roof. Sweden now has an annual per capita murder rate higher
than South Africa. In one case an Eritrean Muslim asylum seeker killed a 57-year old
mother and her son in an IKEA, beheading the mother while shouting ‘Allahu Akbar’.28
• Sweden is now the rape capital of the west.29
• Gang rapes of women, young girls and children, (and even old women) some of whom
are then murdered and dumped.30
• Sharp rise in thefts and minor crimes.
• Multiple cases of arson (of property and cars), riots in the streets, and attacks on
bystanders. You can view many videos of these on YouTube.
27

Annual survey of Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention: reported crimes have risen from
1,241,843 in 2006 to 1,502,023 in 2016.
28 This occurred in August 2015, see Aftonbladet (Swedish press), Truth Revolt, ‘Sweden protecting asylum
seekers after one allegedly beheads victim inside IKEA’, 14 August 2015.
29 Even by May 2016 Sweden had experienced a 1,472% increase in annual rapes according to independent
sources. This is normal Islamic jihad as commanded in the Qur’an and Hadith. Muhammad was also a rapist.
It is a historic technique of Islamic terror. Only Lesotho has more rapes.
30 Official Sources: Rape claims have risen by 70% in two years. Over 13% of women are too fearful to go out
in the evening. In 2014, only 1% of Swedes said they had been sexually attacked. This rose to 1.7% in 2015
(about 129,000 people). Before 2013 sexual crime claims had been stable. In 2013 1.3% of Swedes said they
had been victims. Data source: 2017 annual survey of Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention, an
agency of the Ministry of Justice. However, independent reporters are saying that the figures are much
higher and that the rise is being covered up. The National Crime Survey shows an increase of 9% of attacks
on young women in 2015 but also states that women are now less likely to report attacks. The estimated
events of sexual crime rose from 161,000 in 2010 to 487,000 in 2015. In 2016 31% of women said that they
felt unsafe at night. The Attorney General is currently refusing to collect statistics and does not identify
Muslim criminals.
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• Multiple bombings are now affecting Sweden. Video blogger Peter Sweden has
uploaded videos explaining how bombs have been recently (Oct/Nov 2017) exploded on
a two-daily basis (13 in 25 days).

Examples of news headlines

•
•
•
•

Police and journalists attacked during Swedish school riot. [Breitbart; 6 March 2017.].
Migrant gang rape Live Stream emerges in Sweden. [RT / Daily Star; 25 February 2017.]
Sweden: Rape capital of the West. [Gatestone Institute; 14 February 2015.]
Swedish police investigate riot in predominantly immigrant Stockholm suburb. [The

Telegraph; (Associated Press) 21 February 2017.]

•
•

How Muslim migration made Malmo, Sweden, a crime capital. [Daily Wire.]

•
•

Fewer than 500 of 163,000 asylum seekers found jobs. [The Local; 31 May 2016.]

•

Government report: Islamists building ‘parallel society’ in Sweden aided by PC culture of
silence. [Breitbart; 4 March 2017.]

Refugees will cost Sweden $18.6 billion this year. [National Economics Editorial; 10

February 2017.]
Sweden: migrants slice woman’s throat open, murder husband, then laugh about it.

[InfoWars; 9 March 2017.]

Dissent
The reaction to dissent is appalling. It has now become a thought-crime to differ about
multiculturalism and pointing out facts will get you fired. Numerous academics have lost
their jobs for speaking out about what is going on or even just publishing books about it or
making comments on Facebook.
Anyone disagreeing with multiculturalism, or even just standing up for nationalism, is
targeted. One respected professor was disciplined for quoting John Stuart Mill in a lecture
about John Stuart Mill. Research articles have been removed from university databases
because they clash with the elite state policy. The usual media comment regarding critics of
immigration policy is ‘racist’.
Two senior Swedish police officers stood up to affirm that the massive rise in rioting,
murder, rape, assault, burglary, criminal damage, attacks on police officers, fraud etc. are
being committed by Muslim immigrants. One has been labelled a racist for telling the truth
but the public appreciated it so much that his office was deluged with flowers. The
mainstream media was prevented from showing this but images appeared on social media.
A dentist went public after treating many Muslim immigrants. They were referred to him
as ‘children’ as their official status. He complained stating that their teeth revealed that
they were not children at all but were adults. He was sacked from his job and may now lose
his house. This is an example of a repressive society.
Sweden now has a hegemonic discourse in academia; a politically correct, authoritarian
party line that allows multiculturalists to say many things that are false and it is
acceptable; but anyone speaking the truth will be disciplined. The result is an atmosphere
of fear in academia. This is a harbinger of social downfall.
Some sane academics are saying that the politicians, the media and academia have created
a crisis confrontation between the right and the left which is now on the brink of explosion
(such as Göran Adamson, former Professor of Political Sociology at Malmö University
College). Communication policies of universities are so controlled that they actually breech
the Swedish Constitution, the Freedom of Speech Act and even UNESCO. Some professors
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are warning that if the attacks on lecturers (for alleged discrimination for teaching
academic subjects) continue, professors will cease to lecture students completely. Göran
Adamson was victim of one such attack, which took eight months to clear his name.
Swedes are saying that the current Swedish media much resembles the Communist media
control in former Soviet Eastern Europe. It is the application of thought control with
sanctions. Polish academics living in Sweden have stated that the brainwashing and social
control is worse than the experience of the Poles under Communism. Qualified, workingage Poles are now moving back to Poland from Sweden in large numbers because they do
not want to start a family in Sweden.
Things are so bad that law firms are going through every Facebook post of employees, as
well as their friends and their ‘likes’. Employees have been told to ‘un-friend’ or remove a
‘like’ because someone they ‘liked’ has criticised immigration. Email accounts are checked.
Many Swedes now say nothing politically incorrect on the Internet out of fear of
retribution. They have lost their liberty already.
Note
Many British commentators are saying that the situation in Sweden is very similar to that
of cities in Britain where Muslims are in high numbers or a majority.

The proof
The source of something is evidenced by the fruit it bears. What does multiculturalism bear
in Sweden?
Very clearly it produces these sociological effects:
• Crushing of dissent of the official authoritarian line.
• Fear in the population.
• Repression.
• Anger.
• Chaining of academia.
• Crushing of free speech.
• A backlash that could lead to insurrection.
Even in the short term it has produced these material effects in Germany and France, as
well as Sweden:
• Gang rapes.
• Paedophilia.
• Murders.
• Arson.
• Burglaries.
• Violent attacks.
• Segregated ghettos.
• A rise in general crime.
The Muslim terrorist that drove a truck into innocent bystanders in New York in October
2017 was allowed into America on a diversity programme. The same insanity is leading the
British government to give free homes to returning ISIS terrorists from Syria (who have a
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formal dogma to kill all Christians), while denying poor working class Britons the chance
of social housing.
There can be no doubt that this is a satanic policy aimed at destroying the long-held
Christian traditions and freedoms in western societies and eradicating the independent
natures of nation states. Only insane governments committed to ruining society would
allow this; only brainwashed people would take so long to wake up and see what is really
happening.

Conclusion
In previous years both Angela Merkel and David Cameron stated that multiculturalism
doesn’t work. Yet since they said this they both presided over vast increases of Muslim
immigration into Europe.
Political Party campaigners have said multiple times that the single most important factor
mentioned at the door is a fear about the effects of uncontrolled immigration.
The driving factors in the Brexit vote were: a) regaining national sovereignty; b) controlling
immigration.
The current revolt of Eastern European nations31 against EU demands and laws is based
upon refusing to allow mass immigration.
The biggest influx of foreigners to Britain in recent centuries was the 500,000 Huguenots
that fled to Britain to escape religious persecution in France. This is not really compatible
with today as these were Caucasians with the same Christian religion as Brits. Nevertheless
the impact of this was huge and is still felt today. Yet that figure is what is being
experienced today of Muslim immigrants in a mere six weeks! You cannot sustain that
level of immigration, but this has been going on for years. This is insanity.
Multiculturalism doesn’t work, makes no sense and ruins nation states; but it is part of a
satanic plan to help bring about a final world government.
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Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, and Slovakia.

